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A supersolid is a fascinating phase of matter, combining
the global phase coherence of a superfluid with hallmarks
of solids, e. g. a spontaneous breaking of the translational
symmetry. Recently, states with such counter-intuitive
properties have been realized in experiments using ul-
tracold quantum gases with strong dipolar interactions.
Here, we investigate the response of a supersolid state to
phase excitations which shatter the global phase coher-
ence. After the creation of those excitations, we observe
a rapid re-establishment of a global phase coherence, sug-
gesting the presence of a superfluid flow across the whole
sample and an efficient dissipation mechanism. We are
able to identify a well-defined region where rephasing oc-
curs, indicating the phase boundary between the solid-like
and the supersolid phase. Our observations call for the de-
velopment of theoretical descriptions able to capture the
non-equilibrium dynamics in the recently discovered su-
persolid states of quantum matter.
The notion of phase coherence lies at the foundation of
quantum physics. It is considered a master property in un-
derstanding many-body quantum phenomena [1, 2], ranging
from superfluidity and the Josephson effect to the more ap-
plied examples of matter-wave interference, atom lasing pro-
cesses, and quantum transport in mesoscopic and macroscopic
systems. A coherent state can be described in terms of sin-
gle amplitude and phase fields. However, the phase itself is
not a physical observable and the study of coherence relies on
measurements of phase differences between a set of coherent
matter waves. In the context of atomic Bose–Einstein con-
densates (BECs), sets of spatially separated clouds have been
created, for instance, by splitting a BEC into two or more parts
or by loading an ultracold gas into an optical lattice or into a
double-well potential [3].
The reverse process, i. e. in-trap merging of BECs, and the
related study of the phase evolution, is a much less explored
and more subtle problem, invoking, for instance, the growth
of thermal correlations in isolated systems [4], the complex
interaction-mediated collapse and revival of many-body co-
herence [5], dissipative dynamics [6], or even the exponential
growth of unstable modes and topological defects in connec-
tion with the Kibble-Zurek mechanism [7–9]. Despite impor-
tant theoretical and experimental progress, no generic frame-
work exists yet to understand the quantum-phase evolution
and relaxation dynamics in quantum many-body systems out
of equilibrium [10].
The physical understanding of the dynamical re-
establishment of coherence remains even more elusive
for many-body quantum states that feature a spontaneous
breaking of the translational symmetry. Prime examples are
the supersolid states. For a long time mainly considered a
theoretical notion [11–14], such states have been recently
observed in quantum gases [15–19]. These supersolids can
be seen as coherent matter waves with short-wavelength
modulations – shorter than the system size. Remarkably,
in dipolar quantum gases the density modulation is not
imprinted by external fields but truly emerges from the
many-body interactions between atoms. Here, the symmetry
breaking is driven by the interplay between short- (contact)
and long-range (dipolar) interactions [20–25] and is con-
nected to the softening of the roton mode in the excitation
spectrum [26, 27].
The density modulation is predicted to robustly survive
both in the limit of infinite system size [21] and trapped quan-
tum gases [17, 19]. In the latter case, for a given trap ge-
ometry, the modulation contrast can be controlled by tun-
ing the scattering length as – parametrizing the contact in-
teraction – or changing the atom number, N, in the sys-
tem. The different quantum phases of a cigar-shaped dipo-
lar quantum gas with vertical dipole orientation are shown
in Fig. 1a. The phase diagram is constructed by numerically
solving the extended Gross-Pitaevskii equation (eGPE; Meth-
ods) [19], describing our trapped system and including the
recently discovered quantum-fluctuation-driven stabilization
mechanism [28–31]. The color map encodes the strength
of the density modulation via the number C˜ = 1−C, with
C = (nmax−nmin)/(nmax+nmin) the dimensionless modula-
tion contrast. Here, nmax (nmin) is the density maximum (min-
imum) in the central region of the calculated in-situ density
distribution. C˜ equals unity for a non-modulated and zero for
a fully modulated state.
The phase diagram shows three distinct regions; see Fig. 1a.
For large enough as, the system is a non-modulated dipolar
BEC with C˜ = 1 (grey region). By lowering as, the influ-
ence of the dipolar interaction increases. When reaching a
critical value of as, the system undergoes a phase transition
to a supersolid phase (SSP). Here, a density modulation with
C˜ < 1 appears in the ground-state density profile (red region).
By further lowering as, the system evolves into an array of in-
dependent droplets (ID) with an exponentially vanishing den-
sity link between individual droplets and C˜ approaching zero
(blue region).
Recent experiments have shown a connection between the
strength of the density modulation and the coherence proper-
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Fig. 1 | Phase diagram, experimental sequence, and starting conditions. a, Ground-state phase diagram for our cigar-shaped
trapped 164Dy gas. The color map shows the values of C˜. The grey color indicates a non-modulated BEC, while the red and
blue regions correspond to a SSP and ID phase, respectively. The insets show illustrations of the density profiles along the weak
axis for the different phases. b, Illustration of the phase scrambling sequence: Starting from a SSP (b1), we reduce as to enter
the ID regime (b2). During tS, the phases of the droplets can evolve differently, leading to a phase scrambling between the
individual droplets. Eventually, we jump as back to its initial value, re-entering the supersolid regime (b3), where we study the
time evolution of the global phase coherence. c, Amplitudes AM and AΦ, and d, ∆Φ for our evaporatively cooled SSP plotted
over th. Each data point is derived from q = 80–90 individual experimental realizations. The error bars (almost covered by plot
symbols) are the one-σ confidence intervals calculated using a bias-corrected accelerated bootstrapping analysis (Methods) [32].
e, Polar scatter plot for Pi and f, histogram of the probability density function (PDF) for Φi at th = 100ms.
ties of the system, revealing a clear difference between the
SSP and ID phase [17–19]. In the SSP, a global phase is
present along the whole system, whereas, in the ID case, phase
coherence is absent. The latter behavior can be understood
by considering that any fluctuation or excitation within a sin-
gle isolated droplet will drive an independent evolution of the
phases, which cannot lock to each other since particle flow is
absent [3]. This type of dephasing has been studied in split
BECs and atomic Josephson-junction arrays [3].
While the phase evolution when moving from a SSP to an
ID can be understood intuitively, highly fundamental and non-
trivial questions arise when considering the opposite route,
i. e. when phase-incoherent isolated droplets are linked back
together. First, will the out-of-equilibrium system sponta-
neously re-establish phase coherence? And, if yes, will
it relax into its supersolid ground state or reach a quasi-
stationary state? Second, which mechanism sets the rephasing
timescale? Finally, whereto will the excitation energy be dis-
sipated? Many-body quantum descriptions, as e. g. a standard
eGPE approach, are often inherently phase coherent and thus
cannot capture such types of non-equilibrium dynamics.
Here, we take first steps to experimentally answer those
questions by studying the out-of-equilibrium phase dynam-
ics of a supersolid state after a phase-scrambling excitation.
Our excitation scheme relies on an interaction quench and ex-
ploits the different coherence characters of the SSP and ID
phase, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. In particular, after prepar-
ing a dipolar quantum gas in the SSP via direct evaporative
cooling (b1), we drive the system into the ID regime by low-
ering as (b2). Here, we observe that the phase coherence
gets quickly lost while the system remains density modulated.
When going back to the parameter regime where the SSP is
again the ground state (b3), we observe efficient rephasing
dynamics, re-establishing the global phase coherence of the
supersolid. Our measurements indicate the presence of super-
fluid flow with particles delocalizing across the density mod-
3ulated gas as well as a dynamical mechanism dissipating the
created phase excitations.
As starting point for the experiments, we produce the ini-
tial supersolid state by direct evaporative cooling from a ther-
mal sample. As demonstrated in Ref. [19], this is a powerful
approach to create a long-lived supersolid state with a high
degree of phase coherence. For the present work, our super-
solid state contains about N = 1.4× 104 164Dy atoms and is
confined in an axially elongated optical-dipole trap of har-
monic frequencies ωx,y,z = 2pi × (225,37,165) s−1. During
the whole evaporation sequence, we apply a vertical magnetic
field of B = 2.430(4)G to set the dipole orientation and the
desired as-value in the SSP region.
Our investigation relies on the ability to probe the system’s
phase coherence and density modulation, whose co-existence
is a hallmark of supersolidity. To this aim, we developed
an analysis based on matter-wave-interference [17, 19, 33–
36], which is capable of capturing the degree of phase coher-
ence and the density-modulation strength (Methods). In brief,
for each individual experimental realization i, we take an ab-
sorption image after a time-of-flight (TOF) expansion, which
exhibits an interference pattern in case of an in-situ density
modulation. Via Fourier transform, we extract the phasor
Pi = ρi · e−i·Φi , revealing the amplitude ρi and phase Φi at the
spatial frequency of the interference pattern. Whereas a single
Pi characterises the degree of density modulation, the statisti-
cal average over an ensemble q of many realizations reveals
information about the global phase coherence. We calculate
the phase amplitude, AΦ = |〈Pi〉|, and the density-modulation
amplitude, AM = 〈|Pi|〉, as well as the circular phase variance
∆Φ = 1− 1q
√(
∑qi=1 cos(Φi)
)2
+
(
∑qi=1 sin(Φi)
)2 [37]. We
note that for a perfect supersolid (resp. ID) state and in the
limit q→∞, AΦ=AM > 0 (resp. AΦ= 0, AM > 0) and ∆Φ= 0
(resp. 1).
To demonstrate the power of this analysis, we apply it to our
initial state, whose supersolid properties have been previously
investigated [19]. As shown in Fig. 1c–d, AΦ, AM and ∆Φ are
roughly constant during holding times th up to 100ms. We
observe almost equal values for AΦ and AM and a mean value
〈∆Φ〉 = 0.142(8), confirming a high degree of global phase
coherence for our density-modulated initial state. For th =
100ms, we also show a polar plot of Pi (Fig. 1e) as well as
the corresponding histogram for Φi (Fig. 1f), both displaying
a narrow distribution.
After preparing the initial supersolid state, we apply our
phase-scrambling protocol; see Fig. 1b2. We ramp the B-
field within 20ms from 2.43G (SSP) to 1.65G (ID phase)
and let the system evolve for a variable time tS. Exploit-
ing the magnetic-field tunability of as via Feshbach reso-
nances, the B-field ramp corresponds to a change from about
as,SSP = 88a0 to as,ID = 77a0 (Methods). As shown in Fig. 2a,
we observe a rapid initial increase of ∆Φ on a time scale of
tS ' 20ms [38], after which ∆Φ saturates close at a mean
value of 〈∆Φ〉tS≥30ms = 0.92(2). We note that the saturation
value is not expected to reach unity because of our finite sam-
ple size (q ' 95). Indeed, it is comparable to the one calcu-
lated from a toy model, which considers a sample with the
- 0
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Fig. 2 | Phase scrambling. a, ∆Φ as a function of tS for
the ID phase at 1.65G (as,ID = 77a0). Each point is derived
from q = 90–100 independent experimental realizations. The
error bars are the one-σ confidence intervals calculated us-
ing a bias-corrected accelerated bootstrapping analysis (Meth-
ods) [32]. The grey shaded area indicates the theoretical one-
σ confidence interval for ∆Φ using the same sample size and
a uniformly random phase. The inset shows the according AΦ
(cyan) as well as AM (blue). b, Polar scatter plot for Pi and c,
histogram of the PDF for Φi at tS = 100ms.
same q and fully random (i. e. uniformly distributed) phases
(Methods).
Simultaneous to the increase of ∆Φ, we observe that AΦ
decreases quickly towards zero, while AM slightly increases.
This behavior shows that the density modulation is maintained
while losing global phase coherence; see inset. As expected,
in the ID phase, quantum and thermal fluctuations as well as
atom losses can give rise to a different time evolution for the
phases of the individual droplets. Apparently the vanishing
small density overlap between droplets (C˜ ' 0) prevents an
efficient phase locking, resulting in the observed loss of global
phase coherence.
We now move to the core of our experiment and investi-
gate the phase-relocking after the phase scrambling. We set
as back to its initial value, i. e. where the system’s ground
state is a supersolid, by a B-field jump, and study the sys-
tem’s evolution; see Fig. 1b3. As shown in Fig. 3a, we ob-
serve first a rapid reduction of ∆Φ, occurring in the first
20ms, and then a much slower dynamics with ∆Φ saturating
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Fig. 3 | Rephasing dynamics. a, ∆Φ as a function of th after
a jump from the ID phase back to the SSP regime at 2.43G
(as,SSP = 88a0). For each point q = 66–74. The error bars
are the one-σ confidence intervals calculated using a bias-
corrected accelerated bootstrapping analysis (Methods) [32].
The solid black line is an exponential fit to guide the eye. The
inset shows the according AΦ (light red) as well as AM (red).
b, Polar scatter plot for Pi and c, histogram of the PDF for Φi
at th = 0ms and at th = 100ms (d–e).
to 〈∆Φ〉th≥30ms = 0.20(2). Accordingly, AΦ approaches AM
on the same time scale, whereas AM remains nearly constant.
This re-establishment of global phase coherence is further il-
lustrated with individual polar scatter plots and histograms
in Fig. 3, confirming a reduction of the phase distribution’s
width with increasing th.
Our system of multiple superfluid parts with different
phases interconnected via weak links is reminiscent of a
Josephson-Junction array (JJA) [39], opening the question
whether a JJA framework can capture the main ingredients
of our system’s dynamics. Although our array of droplets
is soft, meaning that the droplets’ shape and their distance
change with as, we construct a simple model in terms of a one-
dimensional array of coupled grains (Methods). This is justi-
fied as the strongest effect of the change of the system’s state
with as is the change of the wavefunction overlap between the
droplets, i. e. the tunneling rate. Using this model, we simulate
quenches of the tunneling rate and look at the time evolution
of the correlation function of the phases in the array, which
corresponds to the experimental observable AΦ/AM.
The model gives dephasing and rephasing dynamics, sim-
ilar to the observations of Fig. 2-3. A more quantitative de-
scription goes beyond the scope of this paper. It would re-
quire (i) to find proper relations between the parameters of
the JJA model and the real system, (ii) to achieve a macro-
scopic modelling of the dissipation mechanisms by includ-
ing coupling with a thermal bath and/or with the excited
droplet modes [40], or even (iii) to go beyond the hard-grain
model. Even in experiments with non-dipolar coupled quasi-
condensates, realizing a case closer to an ideal JJA, the ob-
served phase dynamics and full phase-locking have no theo-
retical explanation up to now [41]. Another important ingre-
dient in the phase relaxation dynamics is the phase defects
formed at the boundaries between the distinct grains when
they merge [6, 8, 9, 42]. These defects, forming e. g. soli-
tons, are expected to propagate and interact with each other
and with excitations from the thermal bath, and thus eventu-
ally decay.
To further investigate the role of the density links among
droplets – i. e. the Josephson coupling –, we study the rephas-
ing dynamics as a function of the theoretically calculated C˜;
see Fig. 1a. Although our system is out of equilibrium, we use
the ground-state quantity C˜ as an estimate for the strength of
the density link [17–19]. For each value of as, we assign C˜
and record the time trace of ∆Φ for different th. As shown
in Fig. 4a, we see different rephasing dynamics depending on
C˜. In the case of small C˜, associated with the ID regime, no
rephasing occurs with ∆Φ remaining large (> 0.5) for all th
(blue region). As C˜ and thus the link strength increases, the
system starts to rephase with ∆Φ approaching a small satura-
tion value (≈ 0.15) at long evolution times (red region).
The time traces clearly show the existence of two regimes
for ∆Φ, one in which phase re-locking occurs and one in
which the system remains incoherent. To further investigate
these regimes and their interface, we study the long-time dy-
namics of AΦ and AM and record their asymptotic values. As
shown in Fig. 4b, AM remains large and shows only slight vari-
ations over the full investigated range of C˜. This indicates the
persistence of density modulation in the system. In contrast, a
striking change is found in the evolution of the ratio between
AΦ and AM. At large C˜ > 0.01, AΦ and AM are nearly equal.
This shows the re-establishement of a global phase coher-
ence, and the relaxation towards a SSP. Differently, at small
C˜ < 0.001, AΦ nearly vanishes while AM remains large and
almost constant, evidencing a final phase-incoherent state (ID
regime). At intermediate C˜, AΦ and AM show an in-between
behavior with AΦ smaller than AM but non-vanishing, show-
ing a partial recoherence of the state. These three distinct
behaviors are also reflected in the asymptotic values of ∆Φ
(Fig. 4c), showing full recoherence (∆Φ≈ 0.15) in the super-
solid regime, persistence of a full incoherence (∆Φ ≈ 0.9) in
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Fig. 4 | Time traces of the phase dynamics and their characterization. a, Temporal evolution of ∆Φ (color map) after the
complete phase scrambling sequence plotted as a function of th and C˜. For each th we record q ≥ 35 individual experimental
realizations. In the red region (∆Φ ' 0) the system has recovered its global phase coherence, while for the blue one (∆Φ ' 1)
no global phase coherence is present. b, AΦ (light red) and AM (red), c, saturation value (∆Φ)sat and d, rephasing rate |R| as
a function of C˜. AΦ, AM, and (∆Φ)sat are the mean values at long th. The grey shaded area indicates the theoretical one-σ
confidence interval for ∆Φ using the same sample size as the experiment and a uniformly random phase.
the ID regime, and partial recoherence (∆Φ ≈ 0.5) in the in-
termediate regime.
A further question is whether the value of C˜, i. e. the differ-
ent regimes, also dictates the speed of the rephasing dynam-
ics. To explore this aspect, we study the early time dynamics
of ∆Φ by performing a linear fit to the data for th ≤ 20ms. The
extracted slope characterizes the initial rephasing rate |R|. As
shown in Fig. 4d, in the supersolid regime, we always record
a large rephasing rate, which remarkably is roughly indepen-
dent of C˜, with |R| ≈ 30s−1. This value is comparable to
the weak-axis trap frequency, ωy/2pi , and compatible with the
time needed for a sound wave or soliton to propagate along the
system [8, 43]. In contrast, when crossing from the supersolid
to the intermediate regime, we observe a sudden decrease of
|R| by almost a factor of two. Evolving from this intermediate
regime to the ID, |R| continuously decreases with decreasing
C˜ until it vanishes. While such a decrease of |R| is consistent
with a JJA picture in which the tunneling between the droplets
dictates the rephasing dynamics, the underlying reason for a
constant rephasing rate in the supersolid regime remains an
open question. It might indicate the action of other mecha-
nisms, related for instance to the soft nature of our JJA, or the
formation and slow decay of phase defects in the array.
In conclusion, we have reported the first study of the
out-of-equilibrium dynamics of a dipolar supersolid after an
interaction-driven phase excitation that fully randomizes the
phases. In the SSP regime, we have demonstrated that the
system re-establishes a high-degree of phase coherence on
the timescale of one trap period by almost perfect rephas-
ing. When tunneling is suppressed by a too weak density
link across our spontaneously-modulated quantum state, the
rephasing substantially slows down at a rate depending on the
tunneling and eventually ceases in the deep ID regime. Our
observations might shed new light on the properties of the par-
ticle flow in a SSP and its superfluid properties, whose gen-
eral understanding is still elusive. Future experimental works,
combined with advanced out-of-equilibrium theoretical mod-
els, will be crucial to understand the relaxation dynamics and
dissipation mechanisms in isolated and open supersolid states
of quantum matter.
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8I. METHODS
A. Phase diagram and contrast.
Our numerical calculations of the ground-state phase di-
agram of a cigar-shaped 164Dy dipolar quantum gas follow
the procedure described in our earlier works [19, 27]. In
brief, the calculations are based on minimizing the energy
functional of the extended Gross-Pitaevskii equation (eGPE)
using the conjugate-gradients technique [44]. The eGPE
includes our anisotropic trapping potential, the short-range
contact and long-range dipolar interactions at a mean-field
level, as well as the first-order beyond-mean-field correc-
tion in the form of a Lee-Huang-Yang (LHY) term [29, 30]
and [45]. From the derived three-dimensional wavefunction
ψ(r) we calculate the one-dimensional in-situ density pro-
file n(y) =
∫ |ψ(r)|2dxdz. We evaluate the in-situ density
contrast C = (nmax−nmin)/(nmax+nmin) for profiles which
feature density modulations by searching central extrema of
n(y) and determining the overall maximum (nmax) and min-
imum (nmin) value. For profiles without density modulation
(ordinary BEC), we set C = 0. We use the quantity C˜ = 1−C
to estimate the density link between the droplets, which is
connected to the tunneling strength [19].
B. Experimental sequence.
We apply our phase scrambling protocol to the evapora-
tively cooled SSP of 164Dy atoms [19]. For this, we initially
load our 5-beam open-top magneto-optical trap (MOT) for 3s
and apply a MOT compression phase, which lasts 400ms [46].
We then load about 8×106 atoms into a single-beam horizon-
tal optical dipole trap (hODT), propagating along our y-axis.
The hODT is derived from a 1064nm focused laser beam. Af-
ter loading, we apply forced evaporative cooling by exponen-
tially reducing the optical power in the hODT for 0.9s. Subse-
quently, we switch on a second ODT beam along the vertical
z-axis to form a crossed ODT and continue with the last stage
of evaporative cooling for 2s [47], until the SSP is reached.
During the entire evaporation sequence, a magnetic field of
B= 2.43G, pointing opposite to gravity along our z-direction,
is maintained. The final trap geometry is cigar-shaped with
harmonic frequencies ωx,y,z = 2pi × (225,37,165)s−1. Af-
ter the initial-state preparation (SSP), we apply our phase-
scrambling protocol. For that, without any additional waiting
time after the evaporative cooling, we change the B-field to
1.65G deep in the ID regime. Here, we allow the system’s
global phase to freely evolve for tS = 20ms. We have ex-
plored two types of protocols: jumping, which results in an
effective ≈ 1ms change of the B-field due to the finite time
response of the system, and ramping within 20ms. We ob-
serve a similar scrambling behavior in ∆Φ for both the jump
and the ramp protocol. We complete our phase-scrambling se-
quence by jumping the B-field back to its initial value and by
letting the system evolve for a variable hold time th. Finally,
we perform a matter-wave interference-type experiment dur-
ing time-of-flight (TOF) expansion and record the resulting
interference pattern by absorption imaging. A TOF duration
of 26.5ms ensures a mapping onto momentum space. The
imaging beam propagates along x˜ in the horizontal x–y-plane
at an angle of ∼ 45 ◦ with respect to the weak trap axis along
y.
C. Tuning the scattering length.
To connect the experimental B-field values with the
contact scattering length as, we use the well established
formula for overlapping Feshbach resonances as (B) =
abg∏i (1−∆Bi/(B−B0,i)) [48], with B0,i the poles, ∆Bi the
corresponding distance from the pole to the zero-crossing and
abg the (local) background scattering length. We determine
the poles and zero-crossings in our B-field region of interest
by performing loss spectroscopy and thermalization measure-
ments. Starting from a thermal cloud prepared at 2.55G we
first ramp the magnetic field to the final value within 5ms,
then lower the trap depth to its final value within 50ms, and
wait an additional hold time of about 400ms. In absence of
Feshbach resonances, we typically end up with a thermal gas
of 5× 105 atoms with a temperature of about 500nK. When
scanning the magnetic field in our region of interest, we ob-
serve several atom loss features together with peaks in the
atom cloud temperature, which we fit with gaussian functions
to extract the positions of the poles B0,i and the widths ∆Bi.
The value of the background scattering length of 164Dy
is a more subtle topic, as several measurements give vary-
ing values in the range between 60–100a0 [49]. These
measurements were using different methods (e. g. cross-
thermalization, theory-experiment comparisons of oscillation
frequencies), different initial states (thermal gases and quan-
tum droplets) and were performed at different magnetic fields.
Especially the existence of very broad resonances at higher
magnetic fields [50] will affect the measured local background
scattering lengths. Therefore, we set the value of abg in such
a way that the B-to-as conversion reproduces the calculated
critical scattering length as = 91a0 at the experimentally es-
timated phase transition point between BEC and SSP around
2.5G. This gives a value of abg = 73a0 which lies within the
error bars of the latest published value of abg = 69(4)a0 [49].
Extended Data Figure 1 shows the resulting calculated B-to-as
conversion from which we estimate as,SSP = 88a0 at 2.43G in
the SSP and as,ID = 77a0 at 1.65G in the ID as used in the
experiment.
D. Interference pattern analysis.
Our analysis is similar to the one described in Ref. [19]. We
record q = 30–100 experimental repetitions for each parame-
ter set P . Each recorded picture i (i = 1 . . .q) is processed
by first subtracting the thermal background via a symmetric
2D-Gaussian fit to the wings of the density distribution. Next,
we recenter the image of the degenerate cloud and integrate
its central region, where the matter-wave interference signal
is concentrated, along the z-direction within ±2µm−1. We
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Estimated scattering length. Cal-
culated B-to-as conversion for 164Dy. Red and blue shaded
areas indicate the SSP and the ID region, respectively. The
grey area indicates the BEC region, while the yellow areas
indicate regions around the two narrow Feshbach resonances
located at 2.174G and 2.336G where we observe increased
atom loss. We estimate as,SSP = 88a0 in the SSP at 2.43G
and as,ID = 77a0 in the ID at 1.65G.
obtain a momentum density profile which we normalize by its
sum. From such a momentum profile, a fast Fourier transfor-
mation (FFT) yields the 1D density profile ni (y˜). An in-situ
density modulation in an atomic cloud will lead to side peaks
in ni (y˜), symmetrically centred around the zero-momentum
peak. To isolate the centre of this specific modulation, we
calculate the incoherent and coherent means of ni (y˜), which
we denote nM (y˜) = 〈|ni (y˜) |〉P and nΦ (y˜) = |〈ni (y˜)〉P |, re-
spectively. The incoherent mean nM reflects the mean mod-
ulation amplitude of the cloud at the respective wavelength
y˜. The coherent mean nΦ . nM if the phases of the interfer-
ence pattern among the q repetitions at the respective y˜ are
roughly constant, and nΦ → 0 (and hence nΦ  nM) if the
phases are random. Therefore, the most pronounced differ-
ence nM − nΦ is observed for the ID regime (see Extended
Data Fig. 2a). From the maximum of this difference we read
off the modulation wavelength (or ‘droplet distance’) y˜ ≡ d.
The FFT phasors at d we call Pi = ni (d) = ρi · e−i·Φi , yield-
ing sets {P1, . . . ,Pq}P . To characterise the distribution of
phases Φi within our sets, we calculate the circular variance
∆Φ = 1− 1q
√(
∑qi=1 cos(Φi)
)2
+
(
∑qi=1 sin(Φi)
)2 [37]. For a
phase-coherent sample, and hence interference fringes stable
within the envelope, ∆Φ is small, whereas for an incoherent
sample it approaches unity. To estimate the confidence inter-
vals of our circular variance data we apply a bias-corrected ac-
celerated bootstrapping scheme [32] for eachP , resampling
106 times from the respective q experimental values.
E. Effect of finite sample size
Even the circular variance ∆Φ of a sample of q angles
Φ1, . . . ,Φq drawn from a completely random distribution will
approach unity only in the limit q→ ∞. To estimate the fully-
incoherent limit of ∆Φ for our finite q, we calculate 106 val-
ues for ∆qΦ, each for q independent draws from a theoretical,
uniform distribution in [0,2pi). The histograms of ∆qΦ are
shown in Extended Data Fig. 2b. The indicated one-σ confi-
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Wavelength of the modulation
and finite-sampling effect. a, Difference between incoher-
ent and coherent mean of the density profiles in the ID regime
(1.65 G), peaking at the modulation wavelength d ' ±2µm
(dashed lines). b, Histograms of 106 realisations (each) for
calculations of ∆qΦ from uniformly random phases Φi, for
q = 35 (green) and q = 100 (yellow) draws, respectively. The
dashed vertical lines reflect the confidence interval enclosing
68.3 % (‘one σ ’) of the calculated values. The solid lines re-
flect a Beta distribution with same mean and variance as the
drawn distributions of ∆qΦ (no free fit parameters).
dence intervals are [0.77,0.93] for q = 35 and [0.86,0.96] for
q = 100 draws. We note that the histograms of ∆qΦ follow a
Beta distribution [51], even if one generalizes the underlying
distribution of phases Φi to a von Mises distribution, of which
the uniform distribution is just a degenerate case.
F. Interference pattern analysis and simple model of a droplet
array
For simplicity let us consider here that the state is made of
ND identical droplets. In that case the total wavefunction of
the system would be
ψ (x,y,z) =
ND
∑
j=1
f (x,y−R j,z)eiθ j (1)
where R j is the spatial coordinate of the jth droplet, θ j is
its phase, taken to be uniform over the droplet, and f is the
wavefunction of a single droplet localized around y = 0. With
such a wavefunction, the phasor extracted from one realiza-
tion would be
Pi =
∫
dky
ND
∑
j1, j2=1
eiky(R j1−R j2−d)ei(θ j1−θ j2)| f˜ (ky) |2 (2)
where f˜ is the Fourier transform of the function f and d is
the distance between neighboring droplets d = 〈R j+1−R j〉. It
simplifies in
Pi =
ND
∑
j1, j2=1
g(R j1 −R j2 −d)ei(θ j1−θ j2) (3)
≈ g(0)∑
j
ei(θ j+1−θ j) (4)
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with g(y) the Fourier transform of | f˜ (ky) |2, which is thus a
peak function with a width of the order of the droplet size.
Formula (4) yields
AM = 〈|Pi|〉P ≈ (ND−1)g(0) , (5)
which is essentially independent on the phase relation be-
tween the droplets and shows only a weak dependence on the
droplets’ shape. Here 〈.〉P denote the average over an ensem-
ble of realizationsP .
On the contrary the function AΦ = |〈Pi〉P | contains the av-
erage of the phases with
AΦ
AM
=
|〈Pi〉P |
〈|Pi|〉P ' |〈〈e
i(θ j+1−θ j)〉 j〉P |. (6)
〈.〉 j denotes the average over the droplet array. The ra-
tio AΦ/AM thus measures essentially the mean difference of
phases between two neighboring droplets in the array. We
also read from Eq. (4) that the phase of the phasor is Φ ≈
〈θ j+1−θ j〉 j.
The circular variance ∆Φ for q realizations can be expressed
as
∆Φ= 1− 1
q
√√√√ q∑
i1=1
eiΦi1
q
∑
i2=1
e−iΦi2 (7)
For a totally phase coherent state, Φ = 0 for all realizations
leading to ∆Φ= 0 while for a totally phase incoherent sample
only the diagonal terms in (7) survive, leading to ∆Φ= 1− 1√q
for q independent measurements.
G. Modelization by a Josephson junction array
Let us modelize the system by a set of independent droplets,
each one having a number of particles N j (whose average will
be denoted N j) and a phase θ j. The Hamiltonian of such a
system is
H =∑
j
[(
N j−N j
)2
2C j
− J j cos
(
θ j+1−θ j
)]
(8)
The first term is the “charging” energy of the droplet (cor-
responding to its mean interaction energy) with the “capaci-
tance” C j while the second term describes the Josephson tun-
nelling of particles between droplets with the Josephson am-
plitude J j. This is the well known JJA description [39]. Such a
description is well adapted if the droplets are reasonably well
separated in space, and thus should work adequately when the
SSP is established. For simplicity we assume in the subse-
quent calculations that all parameters C j and J j are indepen-
dent of the droplet and their values are later denoted C and J
respectively. In addition, C is taken as constant.
H. Time evolution for the JJA model
To follow the experimental protocol, we used the equilib-
rium state of our Hamiltonian as initial state and looked at its
evolution when we applied quenches to the Hamiltonian. We
took a set of 4 droplets with, for simplicity, periodic boundary
conditions. First, we quenched our initial state with a Hamil-
tonian having a JS much smaller than the original J for a given
time tS. This corresponds to a decrease of the tunneling be-
tween droplets and therefore lets them evolve independently
from each other. Then, we quenched our state again by letting
it evolve a time th with the original Hamiltonian (J). This
means that we reinstate the original tunneling between the
droplets which is what happens in the experimental protocol.
We then looked at the correlation function
| 〈ψ (t)| 〈eiθ j+1e−iθ j〉 j |ψ (t)〉 | which corresponds to AΦ/AM.
Given the perfect coherence that exists in the JJA model
described above, this correlation function would show un-
damped oscillations corresponding to the time periodic nature
of a system with a finite number of frequencies. In order to
make the plateaus apparent in the correlation function we have
damped these oscillations by an artificial damping term e−ωkt
for the mode with a frequency ωk. The choice of such damp-
ing rather than the usual constant exponential one, is to get
rid efficiently of the high frequency oscillations without hav-
ing to recourse to the coupling to a bath for example. It is
clear that a more precise and microscopically correct way of
including the damping should be considered, but as discussed
in the main text, what mechanism leads to damping is a whole
question in itself in this system.
From time 0 to ts, this correlation function shows the de-
crease in AΦ/AM and corresponds qualitatively to the phase
scrambling as can be seen in Extended Data Figure 3a. The
first minimum in the figure and the corresponding time scale
would correspond to the dephasing discussed in the main text.
In total absence of residual coupling between the droplets
one would have lost completely the phase coherence on this
timescale. Because we have put a small but finite coupling JS
remaining between the droplets one can also see at later times
a partial recovery of the phase coherence whose value is of
course controlled by the value of JS.
Furthermore, if looked up to time th, this correlation func-
tion shows the increase in AΦ/AM and therefore corresponds
to the rephasing of the system as shown in Extended Data Fig-
ure 3b. In the calculation, the correlation does not go back
to a value of 1, which means that the rephasing is not per-
fect, in contrast with the experiment. This happens since this
simplified model has no energy dissipation mechanism. The
initial state not being an eigenstate of the final Hamiltonian
thus leads to a final state which is a thermal-like state (with
possibly more complicated distributions than a simple thermal
one), where the extra energy has been converted to a distribu-
tion over the eigenstates. An energy dissipation mechanism,
for example via the normal part of the fluid, will thus be nec-
essary to converge back to the initial state. Such extra effects
can be potentially incorporated in subsequent studies.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Theoretical predictions for the
JJA model with parameters J = 100, JS = 1, C = 1, h¯= 1 and
j1, j2 are neighbours. a, Evolution of the correlation when the
droplets evolve independently from each other as a function of
scrambling time tS. b, Evolution of the correlation when the
droplets are re-coupled to each other as a function of th with
tS = 1000 [h¯
√
C/J].
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